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For k e N and appropriate 2) let &k(2) denote the set of all functions u =

(m, , ... ,uk) on such that each component w., 1 < i < k, is measurable,

positive, and bounded away from 0 and oo, uniformly on Q> . For any fixed integer

n > 2 and positive coefficients a, < • • • < an , the equations

(",),+ =0' (!)

constitute a hyperbolic system of conservation laws, to be satisfied, weakly, by func-

tions u e 3s" (R x I) on some space-time strip Rx I 3 (x, t), / c 1 a (nondegener-

ate) interval. This system, in fact a model for electrophoretic separation of n species

of ions (with scaled concentrations ut and relative mobilities a( ), has recently been

studied mathematically by Geng [13], Dafermos and Geng [14], and Serre [15]. The

goal of the present note is to point out the following observation.

Lemma. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the weak solutions u e

x /) of (1) and pairs (p, q) € ^'(R) x x I) with q a weak so-

lution of a certain fixed system of n- 1 conservation laws associated with (1). More

precisely, any function p G ̂ '(R) establishes a bijection between the set of all weak
„ j

solutions q = {qx, , qn_l) € & (R x /) of the system

(«A-(^) =0' 1 <><»-!' (V= !)

and those weak solutions u e ^"(R x I) of (1) for which

(flak] ^2 U'{Xa ~ = PW a.e. (x,t)e
\k=i / i=i •

This bijection is given by the transformation

(2)

x I. (3)

?'(X tYl (x t)
p(i)di,t)= Jp^ , a.e. (x, t) e R x I, l<j<n-l, (4)
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with

m] = E E rK) K> 1 (5)
;=i \KeJr{. \keK

where Jftj :={ifc{l n}; K $ i and K has j - 1 elements}.

This transformation property has, e.g., the following

Consequences, (i) The separation into p and q means an uncoupling of the linear

mode and the nonlinear modes of (1); in particular, no contact discontinuities can

form newly in solutions of (1). (ii) The solution theory of (1) is equivalent with

that of (2); in particular, the results of the uniqueness and regularity theory given in

[14] for solutions of (1) with $2"=1 ̂  = const hold without this restriction, (iii) (Cf.

[14].) The solution theory of (1) is equivalent with that of the system

{v,)t + =0' (6)

of v-species chromatography (which has been studied in [7, 8, 9, 10, 14]), with

v = n - 1. (iv) Two-species electrophoresis ((1) with n — 2) is governed by the

scalar conservation law

«<-(£) =0' «>0>

to which the classical Lax-Oleinik theory ([4, 5]) applies.

Proof of the Consequences, (i) The pair (p, q) with p(f* p(£) d£, t) := p(x) sat-

isfies (2) and

P, = 0. (8)

The uncoupled trivial equation (8) recovers the linear mode; (4) retains the n — 1

genuinely nonlinear modes. (For the issues of strict hyperbolicity and genuine non-

linearity/linear degeneracy, see [7, 14, 15].) (ii) Fix p arbitrarily, or, in particular,

as any constant, (iii) That the latter is equivalent with studying (6) was pointed out

in [14]: Each vi can be chosen as a certain multiple of w(, for 1 < i < n - 1, and

the coefficients bx, , bn_x, again positive and pairwise distinct, transform from

the coefficients a{, , an and the (constant) value of J2"=\ ^ • (iy) F°r n — 2,

q e ^'(R) and (1) transforms to (7) and (8). The flux function of (7) is strictly

concave.

Proof of the Lemma. Let u e ^"(R x /) be a weak solution of (1). Note first (cf.

[14]) that the functions m] given by (5) satisfy

•A-fir)Wi-HtM =°; (9)
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this follows as

° = IE £ IKlhl +
;=1 \Ke5t,ii \k£K

Si- a M,

= (mA+ I^El Em.
1 ;=i \kejr.

X>/~ E ai
1&K l<ZKU{i}

EL,«,

[liak] ui

^K ' ))x (10)

= ̂mUt± e ik - e n
A^o+I) ' *e^0+t, ue*

%

= (w..)
' V m. /*

Next observe that, because of nij = 0, j > n, and with p = mn—this is (3)—, (9)

really means

("A-hf = °> l<j<n-U
\ l / x

Pt = 0.
Introduce now the "generalized particle coordinate"

(11)

= f* Pit) dt (12)
J 0

as a new independent spatial variable, and assign to any function g on R its corre-

sponding pull-back g by

£00 = #(*) with (12). (13)

By the transformation consisting of (12) and (13), system (11), together with the

trivial conservation law 1( + 0V = 0, become

('"••) !"'•) o, .<y
P W| 'y (14)

i) =0.
p),

Setting
m-

qj := ~0~ = fiT' 1 - (15)
^ n

we arrive at (2) and (8).

It remains to show that the point transformation which is given by (5) with 1 <

j < n is invertible; this, however, follows from the fact that the Jacobian determinant

of the flux function of (2), which assumes the value q^n , is different from 0.

Remarks, (i) The linear change (5) of dependent variables and the resulting sys-

tem (9) have appeared in the paper [14] of Dafermos and Geng. (ii) The change

(12) of independent variables is analogous to the familiar transition from spatial to

material coordinates in fluid mechanics, where p = p(x, t) > 0 is the density and
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the curves {{x, t)\y = fxp(g, t)d£ = const} are particle paths, and goes, in this

sense, back to Euler and Lagrange. (Besides formulating the fundamental equations

of fluid flow in spatial coordinates (the "Eulerian" description), Euler was also the

first, in [1], to adopt the material ("Lagrangian") coordinates point of view; in con-

trast to Euler's kinematic approach, Lagrange's re-derivation, in [2], of the equations

in these coordinates was based on the idea of formally transforming from spatial to

material coordinates by means of the chain rule. Cf. Part XVII of [3].) In the mod-

ern framework of hyperbolic systems of conservation laws ([4]), this kind of change

of coordinates appears as a transformation of the differential equations, which is as-

sociated, as a possibility, with any a priori semi-bounded conserved quantity (u p "),

and its technical validity for weak solutions is expressed in Theorem 2 of [11], or

Proposition 5.1 of [12], Was Gel'fand, in [6], the first to formulate the possibility of

such transformations for general systems of conservation laws?
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